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Concept

Outcome

While panel borders physically separate scenes and can serve as an indicator 
of passing time, they also encapsulate place and give navigational cues to the 
reader. This piece strips back contextual cues as to how the content should be 
digested, while attempting to retain enough of this essence to still be visually 
recognizable as a comic. The disjointed, overlapping and 3 dimensionally 
layered visuals serve to undermine the hierarchy implied by the symbols  
as well.

The simple act of framing action with a panel border is a defining character-
istic of comics. One of the most important functions of the space between 
these panels is the implication of the passage of time. In this experiment 
with form, I incorporated maps in order to play off of the presumed object-
ivity culturally afforded to cartography. I began playing with the convention 
of folding maps as seen below, but found the relationship between these diff-
erent elements to not problematize the function of either form sufficiently. 

Concept

Outcome

Gutter Comic Map Comic

Process

The three inset boxes in the piece cover a period between 1914 and 2010. The 
larger panels attempt to strip the map itself back as much as possible. Each 
panel still relates to the section of the inset map, but the visual information 
has been so compressed that it forms an almost abstract pattern, rather than 
being legible and fulfilling its function  
as a map.
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‘Whose Woods These Are’ details

i Above: ‘Whose woods these are’ lantern comic set 
i Opposite Page (top): Detail of  lantern in situ 
i Opposite Page (bottom): Process detail of  interior panes from same lantern. 
 Poem ‘Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening’ by Robert Frost.

In my PhD research, I explored the bounds of comics’ structural reading 
conventions, such as panel borders, visual rhythm and braiding (where 
meaning is created through repetition). By dislocating comics from two-
dimensional space and integrating them into sculptural artifacts, I could 
examine how these structures operated at the limits of their legibility. 

The following pages present two lantern sets that I present as comics. Each 
set, one consisting of four lanterns, another as two, contains a narrative, 
although the reader must assemble the elements herself and use her 
own subjective experiences to bridge the gaps within the stories. I have 
provided details from certain lanterns to give a sense of the layers of visual 
information encountered in each object.

Concept

Lantern Comics

Outcomes
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‘Whose Woods These Are’ details 

i Above and right: Details of  lantern in situ. As the viewer rotates the 
lantern to view each pane, the physical tree house interacts with the 
illustration of  the tree house, physicalizing  Thierry Groensteen’s concept 
of  braiding in comics, and encouraging the viewer to form relationships 
between the foreground and background information depicted in the 
lantern artifacts.
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‘Find my way home’ details 

i Left: ‘Find my way home’ lantern comic set  
i Above: Interior detail of  right lantern in situ.
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In order to explore the fluidity of time in comics, where a reader is aware 
of the instant portrayed in a comic panel as well as how that panel fits 
within the past and future encompassed in the overall page layout, I chose to 
portray childhood memories in my work. Time within memories often flows 
bidirectionally from a graspable fragment of the past, with certain actions 
appearing in crisp detail, while bridging moments are often omitted and left 
to our current self to fill in, much like readers fill in the gaps between panels 
in the gutter of comics. I have often grounded my own remembering in the 
reliable architecture of my familial home, hence the reproduction of aspects 
of these spaces throughout my research. 

Here is the first of two doll house comics I created to explore the 
relationship between the edges of a comic panel and the walls of a house. 
Like the lantern comics, I have utilized both the interior space and the flat 
surfaces as opportunities for narrative development. 

Concept

Doll House Comic #1—Four Floors

Outcome

Four Floors 

i Above: Overview of  opened house in situ 
i Opposite Page: Closed house, as encountered in situ
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Four floors wall details 

Some walls in the house act as scene-setting background for the action presented with the objects in the rooms, while others present 
completely independent narrative moments. 
i Above: Middle two panels and right wall from third floor 
i Bellow: Left wall, middle two panels, and right wall from basement/first floor. 
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While the layout of ‘Four Floors’ matched my childhood home in a more 
architecturally linear fashion, it did not convey the small rooms, cobbled 
together fixtures, and Victorian stylings I associate with the decaying, turn 
of the century structure I grew up in. The contrast between these two houses 
that depict the same space works to counteract the false sense of objectivity 
that can accompany memories adhered to verifiable locations. Despite our 
existential longings for a fixed past, our recollections are always contingent 
on our present self. Presenting various, often conflicting, iterations of 
the same space, I aim to create a narrative whole which is larger than its 
constituent elements. This also serves to parallel the dominant theory of my 
thesis that espouses the friction between the various languages within an 
utterance of a comics panel or page as a site for ideation beyond linguistic 
conceptualization. It is my position that constructive tension begets 
emergent knowledges.

Concept

Outcome

Doll House Comic #2—Victorian Style

Victorian Style 

i Opposite Page: House as encountered in situ  
i Above: Close-up of  exterior of  house 
i Right: Close-up of  interior of  house 
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iVictorian Style Details

i Above: Interior wall spanning two floors: study and kitchen 
i Right (top and bottom): Facing interior roof  panels for bedroom 
i Opposite Page: Abutting exterior deck panels
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While the doll house comics captured discrete moments as I remember them, 
these single room dioramas present my stream of consciousness recollections 
of feelings associated with each of these rooms from the first-floor of my 
house, the one inhabited by my grandparents for most of my childhood. 
There are instances of memory presented, but the text more often refers to 
less specific time and more to the nostalgic impression left behind. These are 
my attempts to capture Bachelard’s idealized childhood reverie in sculptural 
comic form.

Concept

Memory Rooms

Outcomes

Living and dining rooms 

i Above: Interior of  living room and exterior of  dining room in situ 
i Below: Interior of  dining room  
i Opposite Page (top): Wall detail from interior of  dining room 
i Opposite Page (bottom): Exterior of  dining room and living room in situ
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For the written portion for my PhD, I was fully committed to submitting 
work where the presentation reflected the theories being discussed. In 
order to do this, I created a stand-alone book for each chapter of my thesis, 
so that each chapter’s content could be reflected in its form. These books 
could be read in any order, as arguments were not hierarchically ordered and 
were woven between various sections. Knowing I would need to produce 
a limited edition of six copies over two runs allowed me to create a set of 
artist’s books, incorporating techniques that would be cost-prohibitive in a 
commercial setting. The image below shows the books collected, to show the 
variety of scales used, and I will discuss each book/chapter individually on 
the following pages.

Full 
Concept

PhD Submission

Collected 
Outcomes

This chapter is the most densely theoretical, and also the most traditional 
in form. I could have opted for the chapter that delves into the relationship 
between comics and the spectrums of knowledge encompassed by [post]
modernism and [post]structuralism to be the most formally challenging, 
but I decided to allow the struggle for coherence to remain within the 
words. Instead I created a book that references the style of Oxford Press’ ‘A 
Very Short Introduction’ series, that has produced pocketbooks on most of 
the philosophers presented in this book. This disjuncture between theory 
and form is also a nod to Derrida’s concept of deconstruction, where the 
argument presented by a text in undermined by the very way in which the 
argument is presented.

Concept

Outcome

Comics as a synthetic Medium—A Very Short Introduction

Comics as a Synthetic Medium 
A Very Short Introduction

i Above: Cover for paperback book 
i Right: Interior spread
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Mapping the Journey—The Cartography of  Autobiography

In this chapter I explore how maps inhabit a space of both subjectivity 
and objectivity within autobiographical comics. The format for this book 
is inspired in equal parts by field guides and the vinyl folder of road maps 
gifted to my when I first passed my road test. As well as analyzing the overlap 
of narrative structure in the intersection of mapping and comics, my writing 
breaks down the cultural assumptions of objectivity in cartography, and  
as such the maps contained within are stripped of their navigational 
authority and deployed to illustrate my subjective relationship with the 
places depicted. 

Concept

Outcome

Mapping the journey 
The cartography of autobiography

i Left: Wrap-around cover 
i Below: Wrap-around cover opened  
i Opposite Page: Example main book interior spreads
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Childhood Memoirs—Autobiographical Approaches

Three case studies anchor this chapter on verifiability of memory in 
autobiography. Each memoir I analyzed had a very different approach to 
authenticity, so it was important to present the sections within this book as 
distinct from each other, while existing within a coherent whole. By hand-
binding this case-bound book, I was able to integrate multiple paper stocks, 
inserts and paper engineering into a single object, allowing each constituent 
part to communicate individually. One section is a removable zine, another a  
young adult’s diary, and the third a children’s book, all of which is bookended 
by an introduction and conclusion presented on graph paper, to remind the 
reader of the analytical content presented in these varying forms. There 
are also aspects of my own familial story sprinkled throughout the book, 
juxtaposing my attempts at reconciling conflicting histories with the authors 
I am exploring in the text.

Concept

Outcome

Childhood Memoirs 
Autobiographical approaches

i Above: Cover: 3/4 paper, 1/4 cloth case binding 
i Opposite Page (top): Example introduction spread  
i Opposite Page (bottom): Detail of  inset ephemera
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Autobiographical approaches

i Above: Interior zine inset and cover of  diary section 
i Right: Interior spread from zine inset 
i Opposite Page (top): Example diary spread  
i Opposite Page (bottom): Example children’s book spread
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Childhood Memoirs 
Autobiographical approaches

i Above: Detail of  pop-up house in children’s book section 
i Right: Detail of  pop-up closing with page turn 
i Opposite Page: Closed and open ‘DIY comic’ interactive spread



iMedia specificity of non-traditional graphic narratives

i Above: Cover of  A2, post-bound portfolio 
i Opposite Page (top): Example interior text page (closed)  
i Opposite Page (bottom): Example interior text page (initial opening) j

Media Specificity of Non-Traditional Graphic Narratives

Of all the chapters in my PhD, the one on media specificity had to be the 
most dependent on formal synergy. The presentation had to draw attention 
to the use of the printed format as a medium choice with repercussions 
to the reader’s experience and understanding of the content being 
communicated. I chose to scale the format up to A2 in order to make the 
handling of the book object awkward for the reader, making each page turn 
deliberate and onerous. 

The pages of this book show plot and architectural information about the 
house I grew up in. The linearity of the academic text is enforced by the 
official nature of the plans depicted. The text is presented on the pages 
depicting the layout of the four floors of the house. While I wanted the 
reader to be overly conscious of the physicality of this book, I did not want 
to make the reading experience unpleasant. Each page showing a floor of the 
house flips open to show various furniture configurations, as I remember 
them, position of built-in fixtures and base materials. The text of the chapter 
is presented on the recto face of these flip-ups, introducing a sense of play 
into this book.

Concept

Outcome


